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Abstract

Word embeddings were used for the extrac-
tion of hyponymy relation in several ap-
proaches, but also it was recently shown
that they should not work, in fact. In our
work we verified both claims using a very
large wordnet of Polish as a gold standard
for lexico-semantic relations and word em-
beddings extracted from a very large cor-
pus of Polish. We showed that a hyponymy
extraction method based on linear regres-
sion classifiers trained on clusters of vectors
can be successfully applied on large scale.
We presented also a possible explanation
for contradictory findings in the literature.
Moreover, in order to show the feasibility
of the method we extended it to the recog-
nition of meronymy.

1 Introduction

A very large wordnet, e.g. plWordNet (Maziarz
et al., 2014) describes many lexico-semantic rela-
tions, linking lexical units1 (or word senses) by
thousands of relation instances. However, even
in a very large wordnet some relation instances
can be omitted and typically wordnets are very
biased towards only a few relations, e.g. hyper-
nymy/hyponymy for nouns, with much smaller
coverage for the other. Measures of semantic re-
latedness constructed on the basis of word embed-
dings (Mikolov et al., 2013b) are known to express
many different lexico-semantic relations, e.g. on a
list of the k most related words to a word x we can
typically find words associated with x by differ-
ent relations. However, word embeddings are very
heterogeneous with respect to the types of seman-
tic associations expressed, also including syntactic
and pragmatic relations. What is worse, word em-
beddings have problems with representing different
senses of a word (typically only a few most frequent
ones can be spotted on the lists) and with proper
representation of less frequent words (even words
with frequency 100–200 per 1G can be erroneously

1Lexical units here are triples: lemma, Part of
Speech and sense id.

described, not mentioning those < 100). So, the
question is whether we can successfully recognise
among the associations suggested by word embed-
dings those that correspond to lexico-semantic re-
lations, i.e. whether we can interpret word embed-
dings in a meaningful way for humans. The works
presented for English are contradictory even in the
case of hypernymy – the relatively simplest rela-
tion: from successful extraction (Fu et al., 2014)
till denial of the feasibility of such a method (Levy
et al., 2015).

We want to re-approach this intriguing issues,
first checking the contradictory points of the view
on large corpora and comprehensive wordnet for
Polish, second by expanding this research with
one more relation, a more difficult one, namely
meronymy. This is a part of a broader work on
the automated extraction of lexico-semantic rela-
tions that are under-represented in wordnets, e.g.
in order to improve wordnet-based WSD.

2 Related Works

ClassHyp system of (Piasecki et al., 2008) used a
measure of semantic relatedness based on Distri-
butional Semantics together with several statistical
knowledge sources extracted from corpora (e.g. de-
scribing specificity of features for a noun) to build
a classifier in a supervised Machine Learning pro-
cess. The classifier was trained to recognise se-
lected wordnet relations among word pairs.

(Fu et al., 2014) assumed that as a hyponym
extends features of its hypernym (i.e. shares fea-
tures with its hypernym and adds more specific
ones), the hyponym’s and hypernym’s word em-
bedding vectors should be related in some charac-
teristic way, i.e. we can find some aspect of seman-
tic inclusion when comparing both vectors. They
proposed to use offsets between embedding vectors
as representation of the projection (or “mapping”)
of a hyponym on its hypernym. Offsets were sim-
ply calculated by subtracting vectors representing
a hypernym y and a hyponym x : y−x. (Fu et al.,
2014) observed that hypernymy relation can vary
beyond one uniform projection. As a result, they
proposed to cluster the offset vectors for training
pairs into a number of groups and next to train



a separate classifier based on linear regression for
each group. Training examples were taken from
a large Chinese thesaurus, but quite shallow and
with coarse grained sense distinction. It included 5
level hierarchy with the fourth level including non-
lexicalised concepts. Vector offsets for direct and
indirect hypernymy pairs were clustered into sepa-
rate groups, but nevertheless the indirect pairs rep-
resented quite close relations (max. length 3). The
number of clusters was established experimentally
on a separate development set. A test example
was classified as a positive, if it received a positive
decision from at least one classifier.

(Levy et al., 2015) analysed several methods for
the extraction of relations that can express dif-
ferent forms of lexical inference, e.g. hypernymy,
entailment or causation. They tested four differ-
ent ways for representing pairs of words by fea-
ture vectors based on word embeddings, namely:
concatenation, subtraction (called difference) and
representations by single vectors of one of the
words. Several different tests proposed in litera-
ture were used. In most of the cases supervised
methods based on two-vector representation were
only slightly better than the single vector represen-
tation of the more general word from the give pair.
(Levy et al., 2015) proposed also an evaluation ex-
periment in which negative pairs were artificially
built from words included in the positive pairs. By
using a SVM classifier they showed that the cor-
relation between match error and recall (positive)
is close to the perfect correlation in a series of ex-
periments. As a result, (Levy et al., 2015) con-
cluded that the supervised classifiers proposed in
literature, including (Fu et al., 2014), are learn-
ing whether “y is a prototypical hypernym (i.e. a
category) regardless of x, rather than learning a
concrete relation between x and y.” They called
this potential effect “lexical memorizing”. They
also claimed that “contextual features might lack
the necessary information to deduce how one word
relates to another”. However, it is worth to notice
that the reported results for supervised approaches
based on two vectors were in fact in the most cases
slightly but significantly better than single-vector
results, and (Levy et al., 2015) did not apply the
original approach of (Fu et al., 2014) in their key
tests (sic!). Moreover, all evaluations were done
only for English and for quite limited test data.

However, there are also many other works that
report on successful extraction of hypernymy from
contextual features, e.g. (Shwartz et al., 2016).

3 Search for Relations in Word
Embeddings

The method proposed by (Fu et al., 2014) intu-
itively seems to be correct: elements of the word
embeddings are derived from the occurrence con-

texts and correspond to the semantic features of
words, while the similarity of features of two words
correspond to the amount of overlapping in the val-
ues. This inspired us to revisit the method of (Fu
et al., 2014) in a new setting and confront it once
again with the objections of (Levy et al., 2015).

3.1 Corpora and Vector-based
Representation

As a gold standard for lexico-semantic relations we
used plWordNet – a very large wordnet of Polish
(Maziarz et al., 2016). It is substantially bigger
then Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), and
was constructed from scratch using a corpus-based
wordnet development method. As a result plWord-
Net has much better coverage of words in large
corpora than other wordnets including Princeton
WordNet. As a source of text data, we utilised
plWordNet Corpus (henceforth plWNC) which in-
cludes ≈4 billion words and combines all publicly
available Polish corpora, and a very large number
of Polish texts collected from the Web2.

Using word2vec tool (Mikolov et al., 2013a)
we built embedding vectors as representations for
all words from plWNC with the frequency ≥ 8
(min_count=8). We tested several different set-
tings of word2vec, see (?), and finally, we selected
the Skip-gram model and two vector sizes: 100 and
300, as best performing during the wordnet-based
evaluation.

3.2 Classifiers based on Clusters

Following (Fu et al., 2014), we represent a hy-
ponymy instance (link): 〈x, y〉, where x – a hy-
ponym, and y – a hypernym, are lemmas belong-
ing to two separate synsets by the difference of
two word embedding vectors: x − y. It is also
assumed that comparison of the difference vectors
should reveal a projection which corresponds to the
feature sharing pattern that is characteristic for
hyponymy. This hypernymy projection, reducing
the hyponym specific features, can be expressed
by a linear projection of the vector x, i.e. Φx, on
a vector y′. However, both vectors can represent
other semantic aspects beyond the feature shar-
ing (e.g. polysemy, differences in contexts of oc-
currences etc.) and the set of additional features
introduced by a hyponym. So the difference can

2It consists of IPI PAN Corpus (Przepiórkowski,
2004), the first annotated corpus of Polish, National
Corpus of Polish (Przepiórkowski et al., 2012), Polish
Wikipedia (from 2016), Rzeczpospolita Corpus (Weiss,
2008) – a corpus of electronic editions of a Polish news-
paper from the years 1993-2003, supplemented with
text acquired from the Web – only text with small
percentage of words unknown to a very comprehensive
morphological analyser Morfeusz 2.0 (Woliński, 2014)
were included; duplicates were automatically elimi-
nated from the merged corpus.



be biased beyond the capabilities of a representa-
tion by a single common hypernymy projection.
In order to obtain a more regular picture, differ-
ence vectors for the training hyponymy instances
are automatically clustered and for each cluster a
different classifier is trained. The k-means algo-
rithm was used for clustering and for each cluster
a separated classifier was trained by the linear re-
gression method. In a similar way, negative ex-
amples of non-hyponymic pairs constructed on the
basis of plWordNet are clustered and negative clas-
sifiers are built. A test difference vector for a pair
〈x, y〉 is classified as representing hyponymy if it is
positively classified by at least one of the created
classifiers.

Semantic representation based on word embed-
dings has several limitations, e.g.:

1. the whole model can be biased by the partic-
ular selection of texts,

2. senses of polysemous words are merged to-
gether, i.e. represented by a single vector,

3. and the representation of less frequent words
and senses can be blurred by the statistical
noise.

This problem was not explicitly and well enough
treated in both contradictory works, namely: (Fu
et al., 2014) and (Levy et al., 2015).

In order to decrease the potential bias, the point
1, we used as large and diversified corpus as pos-
sible. To understand the influence of uneven rep-
resentation of different senses, the point 2, we di-
vided experiments into two groups of: monosemous
words only, and all words. We used also a large
number of words in the experiments. To avoid
noise caused by low frequency of data, we took into
account in all experiments only words with more
than 1,000 occurrences3.

(Fu et al., 2014) tested their method for sev-
eral different number of clusters achieving the best
results with larger numbers. We established the
value of this parameter by automated optimisa-
tion on a development subset. In each experiment
the data were randomly divided into three subsets:
training, testing and development in the ratio 6:2:2.

As noun hypernymy in plWordNet forms quite
deep hierarchical structures (in some cases beyond
20 levels). Thus, testing indirect hyponyms with
longer hypernymy paths could also make the anal-
ysis of the results more difficult. That is why we
limited positive examples only to direct hyponymic
pairs. As negative ones, we created word pairs that
do not overlap with direct and indirect hyponymic
pairs up to the distance of three links.

3A heuristic threshold applied in many works and
which seems to heuristically demarcate the area of ro-
bust representations, obviously on average

4 Experiments

Following the suggestion of (Levy et al., 2015), we
constructed data sets for experiments in two ways:

1. random division into subsets,

2. and lexical train/test splits rule proposed by
them.

In (2) the division is random but positive cases in
the test set (i.e. true hyponymy instances) cannot
include hypernyms occurring in the training set.
Moreover the negative cases are also constructed
in a tricky way explained below in Eq 1–3, where
T+ is a set of word pairs belonging to the given
relation:

T+
x = {x | (x, y) ∈ T+} (1)

T+
y = {y | (x, y) ∈ T+} (2)

S = (T+
x × T+

y ) \ T+ (3)

As a result S contains false relation instances,
but constructed from words included in the posi-
tive examples, also hypernyms that are suspected
to be the signal recognised by classifiers in the data.
This type of division is meant to prevent training a
classifier which recognises prototypical hypernyms
instead of hyponymy relation.

Results of experiments on recognition of the hy-
ponymy relation are presented in Tab. 1. Each
experiment was performed in k = 10 fold cross-
validation setting. Due to the limited space, only
average results from the 10 folds are presented in
Tab. 1. In the following experiments we have anal-
ysed:

Hypo-Mono – hyponymy recognition for
monosemous words: 6,000 hyponymy pairs
including only monosemous words as positive
examples, 6,000 negative examples; the two
variants of the generation of negative exam-
ples were applied: random and lexical split ;
the size of the embedding vectors was 100.

Hypo-Poly – 20,000 hyponymy pairs including
polysemous words; 20,000 negative examples
were selected using the assumed two methods;
the vector size was 100.

Hypo-Mono300 – as in Hypo-Mono but the vec-
tor size is 300 in order to check a more fine-
grained description, only lexical split method
was used for the generation of the negative
examples, i.e. the more difficult one.

Hypo-Poly300 – as above, but 20,000 hyponymy
pairs including polysemous words were used,
20,000 negative pairs were selected by the lex-
ical split, the vector size was: 300.



Mero-Poly – 7,900 meronymy pairs (only the
main subtype part of ), 8,000 pairs of words
that are not connected in plWordNet at all
or are connected by paths longer than 3 links
were selected as negative examples by the lex-
ical split method, the vector size was: 100.

5 Results
For pairs of experiments performed using two dif-
ferent ways of the selection of negative examples,
as well as for two different sizes of the vectors
we checked the statistical significance of the dif-
ferences.

First we tested if the results obtained in different
folds come from the normal distribution by apply-
ing Shapiro-Wilk test, e.g. forHypo-Mono we ob-
tained p value of 0.8082 for the random selection
results and 0.8648 for the lexical split series, so
with the confidence level of 0.05 we cannot reject
the null hypothesis that the results come from a
normal distribution. Having normality confirmed,
we applied t-Student test to the differences between
results, e.g. in the case of Hypo-Mono p value is
0.4583 and with the confidence level 0.05 we cannot
reject the null hypothesis of the lack of a difference
between both series of results.

In the case of Hypo-Poly the fold results do
not come from a normal distributions according to
Shapiro-Wilk test, so we applied Mann–Whitney
U test and the obtained p value of 0.008931 shows
the lack of statistical significance of the differ-
ences. In a similar way we checked that the dif-
ferences between results for different vector sizes
are significant, namely Hypo-Mono vs Hypo-
Mono300 and Hypo-Poly vs Hypo-Poly300.
We did not analysed differences between the re-
sults for monosemous and polysemous words, but
these differences are very visible.

5.1 Hyponymy Recognition
In Tab. 1, we can observe that in all experiments
very good results in the recognition of hyponymy
relation were achieved. As (Levy et al., 2015) ex-
pected, the lexical split selection of negative sam-
ples caused the decrease of the results. However,
the observed differences are small ≈ 1 in the value
of percents for monosemous and ≈ 2 for polyse-
mous, while e.g. (Shwartz et al., 2016) reported
the difference of ≈ 20. Moreover, these differ-
ences are not statistically significant. It means
that recognition methods trained on other hyper-
nyms that those in the test set are still working,
properly recognise hyponymy instances and are
not simply deviating to prototype recognition as
suggested by (Levy et al., 2015). Moreover, the
small difference between the random and lexical
split selections can be also attributed to the im-
perfection of the linear projection based on a lim-

ited number of clusters, that is less precisely tuned
for hypernyms coming from different subbranches
of plWordNet. In all cases recall is higher than
precision, but in applications, e.g. in wordnet de-
velopment, this is a required property, as we do
not want to loose potential hyponymy instances.
Significantly lower results that were obtained for
longer embedding vectors of 300 elements, espe-
cially for Hypo-Mono300 are surprising. This
can be caused by insufficient number of training
examples, as in the case of Hypo-Poly300 the
results are higher when using a larger training set.

In order to test a potential influence of the train-
ing data size on the hypernymy recognition we
performed a series of experiments on randomly se-
lected subsets of Hypo-Mono with the increasing
subset size. The sequence of results is presented
in Tab. 2. The trends observed in them are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. We can observe that in Accuracy,
Precision and F-measure values are increasing with
the increasing size of the data, and it is difficult to
definitely say whether this process saturates with
the size 6,000. It is quite surprising that Recall
is decreasing. However it quickly goes high, so
the later small decrease can result from a better
ability of the model to separate positive and nega-
tive cases. On the basis of this experiment we can
conclude that larger volume of data improves the
performance of this type of a classifier.

The substantial discrepancy of our findings with
the claimed inability to train supervised recogni-
tion on the basis of word embedding vectors ob-
served in (Levy et al., 2015) can be also caused
by the choice of different classification methods:
so far we followed the work of (Fu et al., 2014)
and we combined unsupervised clustering with the
construction of supervised classifiers based simply
on linear regression, while (Levy et al., 2015) used
only SVM algorithm. To complete the picture we
also repeated for all experiments the error analysis
proposed by (Levy et al., 2015), e.g. for Hypo-
Mono it is presented in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2 the ratio of the matching error (see
Tab. 1), a kind of ‘negative’ recall, and the positive
recall for different folds is presented. If a classifier
recognises not relation instances, but hypernyms as
prototypes, than it reacts in a similar way to both
negative and positive examples as the negative ones
prepared by lexical split include hypernyms from
the training data. (Levy et al., 2015) showed that
this ratio for different experiments is perfectly set
on the diagonal. In our case all values are far way
from the diagonal.

We also used the training and testing data pre-
pared according to the lexical split from Hypo-
Mono and a SVM-based classifier. Many exper-
iments were performed with different settings of
the classifier (kernels: linear, polynomial and ra-



Experiment Acc P R F Err Type Vec. Size
Hypo-Mono 85.22% 78.91% 96.27% 86.72% 27.91% Rnd 100
std. dev. 0.64% 1.00% 0.65% 0.65% 1.92% Rnd 100
Hypo-Mono 84.98% 78.90% 95.18% 86.27% 28.05% Lex. split 100
std. dev. 0.61% 1.59% 0.79% 0.91% 2.22% Lex. split 100
Hypo-Poly 78.94% 74.35% 88.35% 80.74% 31.63% Rnd 100
std. dev. 0.65% 0.41% 1.70% 0.79% 1.78% Rnd 100
Hypo-Poly 77.23% 73.83% 84.66% 78.85% 30.54% Lex. split 100
std. dev. 0.79% 1.40% 2.39% 1.04% 2.25% Lex. split 100
Hypo-Mono300 73.31% 65.16% 98.20% 78.32% – Lex. split 300
std. dev. 1.11% 1.82% 0.39% 1.31% – Lex. split 300
Hypo-Poly300 82.54% 84.51% 94.72% 89.32% – Lex. split 300
std. dev. 1.01% 1.11% 0.69% 0.73% – Lex. split 300
Mero-Poly300 79.95% 74.66% 90.43% 81.77% – Lex. split 100
std. dev. 1.05% 1.71% 1.38% 0.99% – Lex. split 100

Table 1: Supervised recognition of lexico-semantic relations on the basis word embedding vectors, where
Acc is the percentage of correct decisions, P – positive precision, R – positive recall, F – F-measure from
P and R, Err – the match error, 2FP/(TN + FP ), a ‘reversed’ recall, Type – the selection method for
negative examples and Vec. size – the size of the embeddings vectors. All results are average from the 10
folds cross validation. In std. dev. standard deviation calculated for 10 results is provided. In the case
of similar experiments only the differences between Hypo-Mono vs Hypo-Mono300 and Hypo-Poly
vs Hypo-Poly300 are statistically significant.

Dataset Size Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
1000 61.84% 60.92% 82.28% 68.60%
1500 61.04% 61.00% 81.07% 65.93%
2000 66.90% 61.54% 98.95% 75.84%
2500 66.41% 60.26% 98.39% 74.68%
3000 71.81% 63.52% 98.30% 77.11%
3500 74.55% 66.69% 97.71% 79.25%
4500 77.81% 71.09% 96.16% 81.73%
5000 78.43% 70.97% 96.72% 81.85%
5500 80.15% 72.78% 96.41% 82.94%
6000 80.73% 73.10% 96.26% 83.07%

Table 2: Average values (from 10 folds) for different evaluation measures with respect to the size of the
training-testing dataset selected from Hypo-Mono

dial, cost C ∈ {1, 10, 100, 1000}, example influence
γ ∈ {0.001, 0.0001}) and 10-fold cross validation.
The results were compared in the ratio analysis
presented in Fig. 3. There is varied distribution of
the ratio values in contrast to the univocally bad
situation reported in (Levy et al., 2015). However,
many of the points are located on the diagonal or
close to it. This suggests that the pessimistic con-
clusions of (Levy et al., 2015) maybe limited only
to some settings of the SVM classifier, when it was
applied to the relation recognition in the word em-
bedding vectors.

5.2 Analysis of Clusters

In order to get insight into the work of the classi-
fiers, we have also examined the structure of clus-
ters built on the basis of vector differences. We

were analysing if one cluster corresponds to one
specific, possibly domain-dependent realisation of
the hyponymy relation. As it was very unclear how
this could be assessed automatically – all clustered
pairs represented hyponymy – we performed man-
ual inspection of selected clusters built on the basis
of Hypo-Mono dataset.

We used K-means algorithm and we set the num-
ber of clusters to be equal to the number of dif-
ferent top most hypernyms in the dataset. We
could observe that created clusters include very
often pairs of the same hypernym, see examples
presented in Tab. 3. This seems to suggest that
clusters do not represent different realisations of
hyponymy, contrary to the assumption of (Fu et
al., 2014), but rather group difference vectors ac-
cording to the more general lemmas, i.e. their most
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Figure 1: Average values (from 10 folds) for different evaluation measures with respect to the size of the
training-testing dataset selected from Hypo-Mono.
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Figure 2: Ratio between the matching error and re-
call for different folds in Hypo-mono experiment
and for the two methods of the selection of negative
samples.

prominent, but quite specific features, correspond-
ing somehow to potential prototypes. However,
this tendency was not a general rule confirmed by
all inspected cases and our manual analysis was
too selective to formulate strong conclusions.

In addition, we applied hierarchical agglomer-
ative clustering for monosemous hyponymic pairs,
direct and indirect (from Hypo-Mono), including
several very different hypernyms: mebel ‘a piece
of furniture’, szafa ‘a wardrobe’, fotel ‘a chair’,
zwierzę ‘an animal’, kot ‘a cat’ and pies ‘a dog’. We
used cosine measure for clustering. In the results
we could observe that pairs related to animal and
furniture were linked together only in later stages
of clustering (on higher levels of the tree). Pairs of
the same hypernym were merged on earlier stages
of clustering. Also pairs of hypernyms from the
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Figure 3: Ration between the matching error and
recall for supervised recognition of hyponymy by
using different configurations of SVM

same category, e.g. cat and dog were merged quite
early into common clusters. However, we could
also observe that literal and metaphorical senses of
the lemma zwierzę ‘an animal’ were initially sepa-
rated into different subtrees.

Next we added to the set a small subset of
negative examples constructed by exchanging hy-
ponyms in the pairs. In the resulting cluster hier-
archy, the negative pairs first were merged together
and only after this their subbranches were linked
with other clusters. It seems that vectors of true
hyponymic pairs were distinguished from the neg-
ative ones. The structure of the cluster tree was
dominated by hypernyms, but still very different
hypernyms dominated separate subtrees. So, we
can provisionally conclude that the information ex-
pressed in the difference vectors is mixture of the
information about domains and prototypes. This



Hypernym Hyponym Cluster ID
wyziew ‘vapour’ spaliny ‘engine exhausts’ 973
usługa ‘service’ przewóz ‘transport’ 973
usługa ‘service’ fryzjerstwo ‘hairdressing’ 973
usługa ‘service’ outsourcing ‘outsourcing’ 973
usługa ‘service’ usługa powszechna ‘common service’ 973
usługa ‘service’ usługa telekomunikacyjna ‘telecommunication service’ 973
usługa ‘service’ produkt bankowy ‘bank product’ 973
nudziarz ‘bore’ sztywniak ‘staffed shirt’ 973
dysputa ‘≈debate’ polemika ‘polemic’ 1101
dostojnik ‘high official’ podsekretarz ‘undersecretary’ 1101
dostojnik ‘high official’ wiceminister ‘vice-minister’ 1101
dygnitarz ‘dignitary’ wiceminister ‘vice-minister’ 1 1101
oficjel ‘high-up’ wiceminister ‘vice-minister’ 1101
dostojnik ‘high official’ wicepremier ‘deputy prime minister’ 1101
dygnitarz ‘dignitary’ wicepremier ‘deputy prime minister’ 1101
oficjel ‘high-up’ wicepremier ‘deputy prime minister’ 1101
dezaprobata ‘disapproval’ wotum nieufności ‘vote of censure’ 1101

Table 3: Examples of clusters of lemma pairs constructed by k-Means algorithms from difference vectors.

is one more suggestion that the test applied (Levy
et al., 2015) does not necessarily work in a general
setting, but the specific setting of SVM.

5.3 Meronymy Recognition

It is worth to emphasise that we achieved a very
good result for meronymy, see Tab. 1 by applying
exactly the same method of (Fu et al., 2014) as for
hyponymy recognition, i.e. linear regression classi-
fiers trained on clusters of difference vectors. It was
helpful that we concentrated on the part of sub-
type of the meronymy, i.e. probably, the most pro-
totypical subtype. However, meronymy is usually
more difficult relation to be extracted. Its recog-
nition in the word embeddings vectors cannot be
explained by sharing a prototype, as it is a more
complex relation, and in this particular experiment
we were using the lexical split technique, too. The
obtained results are much lower, but the experi-
ment was performed on monosemous and polyse-
mous lemma pairs together, i.e. in the more diffi-
cult setting. Also in this case recall is higher than
precision and probably use of a larger amount of
data could improve this.

6 Conclusions

The claim of (Levy et al., 2015) that supervised
classifiers trained on combinations of word embed-
dings vectors are learning in fact that one of the
words is a prototypical hypernym, instead recog-
nising the pair as an instance of the hyponymy
relation seemed to be well motivated. However,
it was contradictory with intuition and many re-
sults reported in literature. One of them, namely
(Fu et al., 2014), presented good results, but tested
on a limited scale of only 412 words. In our work

we verified both claims using a very large wordnet
of Polish (developed in a more linguistically ori-
ented way and closer to the language data in cor-
pora) as a gold standard for lexico-semantic rela-
tions and word embeddings extracted from a very
large, automatically pre-processed corpus of Pol-
ish. We showed that the method proposed by (Fu
et al., 2014) can be successfully applied to the ex-
traction of the hyponymy relations. In series of
carefully conducted and evaluated experiments we
verified negatively the objections of (Levy et al.,
2015). This contradiction can be due to different
languages and datasets used, but also to the fact
that they concentrated their attention on the use of
SVM classifiers only, while we showed that in some
settings SVM classifier can produce much worse re-
sults for this particular task.

In addition we applied successfully the method
of (Fu et al., 2014) also to the recognition of
meronymy achieving very good results tested on
a very large data sample prepared manually. We
plan to expand this approach to other relations,
e.g. lexico-semantic relations manifested deriva-
tionally that are quite numerous in Polish. We aim
at building a semi-automated system for improv-
ing the density of relations in a wordnet. It will
be also very valuable to continue the research on
types of classifiers and experimental settings that
make extraction methods of this types successful.
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